This article discusses the synonymous word "mistake*.The discussion will also cover the meaning of 'word' itself. Words can be considered as form whether spoken or written, or altematively as composite expression, which combine and meaning. Synonymous are different phonological words which have the same or very similar meanings. The synonyms ofmistake are error, fault, blunder, slip, slipup, gaffe and inaccuracy. The data is taken from a computerprogram. The procedure ofdata collection is by clicking the rightmouse on the word mistake. The_synonyms of mistake are error, fault, blunder, slip, slipup, gaffe and inaccuracy. The data is taken from a computer program. The procedure ofdata collection is by clicking the right-mouse on the word. Mistake is the most general and used in most situations.
A. Introduction
Words may be considered as form, whether spoken or written, or altematively, as composite expressions, which combine form and meaning (Lyons: 1995) . Words used in lan^ages refer to a term 'lexeme' as the technical term of dictionary -words. "Lexemes are items listed in the lexicon, or 'ideal dictionary' of. a language" Cruse (1986) . In the relation ofthe words and the study ofmeaning in language, lexical semantics is an appropriate discussion. According to Crase (2000) the lexical semantics studies the meanings ofwords and the focus here is on 'content' words like mistake,fault, and error rather than 'grammatical' words likê the, of,and than\ What Cmse (2000) stateis similarto what in http://www.socius.
fi/Comm Comp.html "Lexical semantics is concerned with the analysis of word meanings and relations between them for example synonymy The word mistake on the example above is synonymous withfault and error. The interesting ofthem are why they are synonymous and what makes them different. According to Saed, (1997, p.65) , synonyms are different phonological words which have the same or very similar meanings. It is very unlikely that two words will be synonymous on every occasion-if they were, it would not be necessary to have both words in the language. So, 'when we use the term synonymy we are actually talking about partial synonymy ' (Gaims and Redman, 1986, p.23) http://www.celt.stir.ac.uk/calI99/Kostas/page4.html October 3, 2005. Take the word mistake^as the example,that has synonymwithfaulty error, blundei'y slipup, gaffe, and inaccuracy. The definition ofthose words can be seen latter quoted from Oxford Advanced Learner's dictionary by Homby. However before discussing them, I give the definition ofmistake more complete from different source.
According to http://wWw.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bih/webwn2.0? stage=l &word =mistakes. The noun "mistake" has 3 senses 1. mistake, error, fault~a wrong action attributable to bad judgment or ignorance or inattention.
Eg. He made a bad mistake.
She was quick to point out my errors. I could understand his English in spite ofhis grammatical faults.
2. mistake, misunderstanding, misapprehension -an understanding of something that is not correct.
Eg. He wasn't going to admit his mistake.
Make no mistake about his intentions.
There must be some misunderstanding-I don't have a sister.
3. error,mistake-partofastatementthatisnotcorrect.
Eg. The book was full oferrors.
Based on the definitions above that the word 'mistake' can be defined into three in each ofwhich there is something different. The first definition is related to judgment ofwrong action, the second is concerned on understanding, and the third is focused on the correctness of statement.. According to Homby (1995) From the definitions of mistake mentioned by Hornby and http://www.cogsci. princeton. edu/cgi-bin/webwn2.0« mistake refers to something involving action, opinion, statement, figure or sum. that has not been done correctly orproperly.
B.2 The Synonymy ofMistake
The synonyms of mistake are error, fault, blunder, slip, slipup, gaffe and inaccuracy. The data is taken from a computer program. The procedure of data collection is by clicking the right-mouse on the word mistake. After appearing some items, click tiie word synonym. The result of it is appearing the synonymous words ofmistake.
To find their differences needs to know their definitions quoted from Oxford Advanced Learner's dictionary, Homby (1995) . There are also some examples taken from different sources in the part oftexts to get clarity. They are as follows.
Error: 1. a thing done wrongly; mistake
Eg. An error ofjudgment 2. the state ofbeing wrong in beliefand behavior Eg. The accident was the result ofpilot error. ... her, however, to encourage him; she was now conscious ofhaving never in her life stood so still or sat, inwardly, as it. were, so tight; she felt like the horse ofthe adage, brought-and brought by her own fault-to the water, but strong, for the occasion, in the one fact that she couldn't be forced to drink. Invited, in other words, to understand, she held her breath for fear ofshowing she did, and this for the Slipup: a careless mistake; {Slip: a minor error caused by being careless or not paying attention.)
Eg. Herecitedthe wholepoemwithoutihakings singleslip.
Eg. We cannot afford pother slip-up like this one. Subject: DICTIONARIES & ENCYCLOPEDIAS (503) ...strong point forth a direction fourth following the third foul grossly offensive to the senses fowl domestic hen or rooster frees releasing freeze very, cold frieze a wall decoration friar a monk fryer small chicken G gaffa barbed spear gaffe a mistake gage a pledge or security deposit gauge instrument for measuring gait a manner of walking or running gate fence door gaited describing a walking horse gated haying a gate galley ship"s kitchen gaily to frighten or terrify gallop Author:
Montaigne Michel De
Title: MONTAIGNE'S ESSAYS: BOOK I Source: " http://www.uoregon.edu/~rbear/montaigne/index.htm# Subject:
FRENCH ESSAYS (844) ... wipe their tailes (this vaine superstition ofwOfds must be left unto women) with a sponge, and that's the reason why Spongia in Latine is counted an obscene word: which sponge was ever tied to the end ofa gaffe, as witnesseth the story ofhim that was carried to be devoured ofthe wild beasts before the people,"who desiring leave to go toe.a privie before his death, and having no other meanes to kill himselfe, (539) "... ofthe operations by which length is to be determined becomes indefinite, so that the distances ofthe most remote stellar objects as estimated by different observers or by different methods may be very divergent. A particular consequence of the inaccuracy ofthe astronomical measures ofgreat distances is that the question of whether large scale space is Euclidean or not is merely academic. We thus see that in the extension from terrestrialto great stellar distances the concept oflength . C. Analysis
From the definition and the examples from different sources, error is something that is done wrongly. It can be wrong in decision, belief, behavior, or calculation. In the first example by Hyde, error is related to the wrong decision and the second, one by Frederic is wrong in the belief. "When compared to the word blunder, the cause of the mistake is different. Blunder is the mistake caused by one's stupidness or carelessness and it is not formal context. This can be seen in the examples of Henry and Elizabeth. Then, the word slipup, it is also focused on the careless; however the mistake is not like in blunder. The mistake in slipup is minor not too bad. It can be caused by not giving attention or sleepy when doing something.
In the word fault, the mistake is related to perfectness. Sometimes it is related to the one's responsibility. The example ofHenry shows that responsibility for offense is more dominant. It is similar to the example ofStuart that the focus of the mistake isinthe responsibility. Other synonymy ofthe word mistake isGaffe. It is a more specific mistake. It focuses on the social mistake. And the last is inaccuracy. It is the mistake that one does something not accurate. Based on the definitions of words which are synonymous, they must have something similar and different that differentiates each other. Hornby (1995) says that they all refer to something that has .not been done correctly or properly. Mistake is the most general and used in most situations. The synonyms ofmistake are error,fault, blunder, slip, slipup^S^jf^and inaccuracy. The data is taken ffonl a computer program. The procedure ofdata collection is by clickingthe right-mouse on the word 
